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Abstract—This article presents a thorough comparative analysis
study for various kinds of single-diode model based photovoltaic
power source. The main target is to explore the effect of increasing
the embedded degree of complexity of the single-diode model on the
simulated behavior of a particular photovoltaic module by compar-
ing the dynamic performance of such photovoltaic models with the
experimental data from the manufacturer’s data sheet under varying
atmospheric conditions. The relative errors between each photovoltaic
single-diode model output and the experimentally validated data are
computed at three indicative points, namely open-circuit voltage,
short-circuit current, and maximum power point. The result of this
comparison leads to determining the best photovoltaic single diode
modulethe one that is more suitable than the others in the context of
single diode modelto be applied in different power system applica-
tions irrespective of changing environmental conditions over different
periods of the day. The comparison study in this article concludes by
determining the relevant single-diode model at low, medium, and
high temperatures and irradiance levels as well as at standard test
conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

A new era that will not mainly rely on central power stations
seems to have begun. Novel independent power production that
provide less expensive, more efficient, and smaller-scale power
plants is well underway [1, 2]. Renewable energy is heavily
involved in such a direction, and in particular, photovoltaic
and wind turbines have proven to be a solution [3–5].

The expected behavior of a photovoltaic (PV) system is
usually provided by the manufacturers under standard test con-
ditions (STCs). Normally, the operating conditions for the PV
modules differ than for STCs, which may lead to discrepancy
between the real performance of the PV system and their name-
plate specifications. Moreover, due to law energy conversion
efficiency and the high initial cost of the PV systems, it is de-
sirable to work with the maximum possible efficiency and to
optimize the design of all elements for such systems. Hence,
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precise estimation for the electrical behavior of the PV gen-
erator in terms of current and power voltage characteristics is
a mandatory requirement for increasing the PV electrical sys-
tem efficiency. As a consequence, the maximum power point
for any PV power source can easily be determined and tracked
under inevitably changing environmental conditions.

Moreover, for increasing the penetration of this technology
into the power system, proper PV modeling is required prior to
sizing, identification, and simulation applications [6, 7]. The
existence of such an adequate model offers a solution for the
numerical problems that may happen during the power system
simulation due to introduction of the PV systems and that may
lead to instability and poor computational efficiency.

A model is a representation of the world. Most models
are based on assumptions that are known to be only approxi-
mately true (and exactly false). Many key properties ought to
be taken into consideration for describing useful mathematical
models. These are, but are not limited to, tractability, concep-
tual insightfulness, generalizability, empirical consistency, and
predictive precision. Grasping all information and conditions
for a certain model may lead to very complex model so that it
over-fits the available facts. Over-fitting occurs when a model
works very well in a given situation but fails to make accurate
out-of-sample predictions. On the other hand, tractable models
are simple models in the sense that they rely on relatively few
special assumptions and are easy to analyze. Hence, a com-
promise between these two properties needs to be achieved for
any good model. When models are flexible and complex, the
researcher can combine the myriad elements to match almost
any given set of facts. Moreover, the computational complex-
ity and burden of such models on the CPU of digital comput-
ers will be alleviated, leading to a more reliable and efficient
model [8].

Among different mathematical models used in litera-
ture to describe performance characteristics of PV genera-
tor unit—whether cell, module, or array—is the single-diode
model (SDM), sometimes called the five-parameter model.
This model is usually determined in two steps. First, couples
of non-linear equations with different degrees of complexity
are put down. Adding or deleting some of these electrical pa-
rameters, such as series and parallel resistance (Rs and Rp),
to the ideal non-linear equation that describes current–voltage
characteristics for the PV unit results in changing the model
from simple and appropriate to complex. Different levels of
model complexity are proposed in literature (see, for instance,
[9, 10]).

Second, the number of model parameters is developed by
solving this model at very specific points, such as at the open-
circuit voltage point (Voc), short-circuit current point (Isc), and
point of maximum power (Pm). Owing to the continuous tem-

perature change over the day and year, these parameters vary
in values, and the assumption of constant parameters (i.e., ide-
ality factors A, Rs, and Rp) used by some researchers [11, 12]
may lead to modeling inaccuracy. Those parameters are usually
determined on the basis of experimental data or data provided
from manufacturers. Many approaches have been provided in
the literature to accomplish this second step [13]. For instance,
in [2, 14], approximate analytical expressions were used, while
an accurate empirical model was used in [15] to get them. In
[16], the five parameters were calculated without relying on
the experimental I-V curve. This is achieved by proposing a
new equation that depends on the rate of change of the power
with respect to current at the maximum power point instead
of the usual equation that relies on rate of change of current
with respect to voltage at the short-circuit current that was ap-
plied in [17, 18]. In [14], a comparison between three different
works [10, 15, 19] that used the same PV module models was
presented. In [20], an SDM was considered with parallel resis-
tance equal to zero. Two parameters for the proposed model,
namely A and Rs, were repeatedly calculated to illustrate the
temperature effect. In this way, the model seems to be an adap-
tive parameter model that differs from the constant parameter
model used in the literature. In [7], an SDM was used, and the
model parameters to be calculated were treated as follows:

• A is arbitrarily chosen and then modified to improve the
model fitting;

• a new equation that expresses the temperature depen-
dence for evaluating the cell saturation current is devel-
oped;

• a new iterative formula to express the relationship be-
tween Rp and Rs is presented; the minimum value for
Rp that helps initialize Rp in the proposed algorithm is
addressed; and

• the light-generated current (photocurrent) of the PV cell
is initially assumed to be equal to the short-circuit current
(Iph = Isc); it is then calculated, taking into consideration
the effect of Rs and Rp.

However, the proposed algorithm in this article gives good
results, there is no mathematical proof for the proposed equa-
tions, and the computational burden is much larger due to
the existence of iterative formula’s. In Section 2, a simple
approach to calculate the five parameters of the single diode
model (SDM) is presented that increases the computational
efficiency of the model, using the main equations in [21] to
describe the relationship between I–V for PV cells were ad-
dressed in [22] with a simplified assumption that leads to fewer
complications if it is compared to [10]. For example,
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• Rs is assumed to be constant, so Eqs. (7) and (8) in [10]
are no longer considered;

• the photocurrent is equal to the short-circuit current,
meaning that the former current is assumed to be tem-
perature independent; hence, Eqs. (3) and (4) in [10] are
no longer considered; and

• the ideality factor A of the diode is assumed to be a
constant value; consequently, the model assumed here
has only one parameter to be determined, which is the
cell saturation current that depends on the cell’s reverse
saturation current.

Other kinds of models that depend on different parameters
and configurations have been proposed [23–25]. In [23], the
two-diode model of the PV cell was proven to have better
accuracy at low irradiance levels but at the expense of a pe-
ripherally lengthier simulation time than the single diode. In
[24], an analytical expression was proposed for the PV model
with some modifications for temperature and irradiance de-
pendence of manufacturer values and that did not depend on
calculation of the five parameters.

The main motivation for this work is to provide an accurate
and a less complicated PV model that is suitable for correctly
characterizing PV systems under all environmental conditions
over the day and that can be used efficiently in any power
system study especially those targeting maximum power point
tracking.

This article provides two key advantages. First, perfor-
mance comparisons for the PV module based on SDM rep-
resentation with various levels of complexity are presented.
The main idea for this comparison is to determine the accu-
racy of each model compared with the experimental behavior
of the PV module under changing environmental conditions.
Second, most of the similar studies in the literature worked on
only one model (SDM, two-diode model, or even a modified
version of these models) and compared it with the experimen-
tal data provided from the manufacture. In the present case,
the analysis is based on four different models, and this reflects
a trade-off between the precision of the model and the real-
time computational complexity. Finally, the analysis takes into
consideration the comparison between these four SDMs and
the experimentally validated data for two different kinds of PV
modules available in the market. The fundamental contribu-
tions of this article are categorized as follows.

1. Although there are many publications dealing with the
modeling and performance analysis of the PV module,
there is no consensus about the best model to be used
efficiently with changing the temperature and irradiance
level and in any maximum power point tracking (MPPT)

power system study. This article is a trial to fill this
gap and to quantify the suitability of each SDM based
photovoltaic module.

2. In this article, a simple approach to calculate the five
parameters of the SDM is used that leads to less compu-
tational burden compared with the iterative-based meth-
ods in [13, 21].

3. A characterization and performance evaluation for each
SDM based photovoltaic module available in the litera-
ture is presented under changing climatic conditions.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
SDMs for any PV module with different degrees of complexity.
A comparison analysis between different SDMs with temper-
ature and irradiance changes is introduced in Section 3. Error
analysis is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 shows the sim-
ulation results of a PV system using the proposed technique.
Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. PV MODULE SDMS

An individual PV cell is the main device in any PV system.
These cells may be connected in series and encapsulated in one
frame, usually known as PV module, which can be considered
the essential building block for PV systems. Series and parallel
combinations of these modules results in a PV array with a
specific output voltage, current, and power. In what follows,
SDMs for PV modules with different levels of complexity
are presented. Ideal models, plus parallel, series, and series-
parallel models, are addressed. Various model parameters that
adversely affect the accuracy of the models are discussed and
analyzed. The following SDMs are based on the following
assumptions. The first two assumptions are considered for all
models, while the third is jointly considered for the parallel
model only. The fourth assumption is jointly considered for
the series model. The third and the fourth assumptions are also
considered together and jointly with the first two assumptions
in the series-parallel model. In this way, the sophistication,
precision, and complexity of the SDM are introduced.

Assumption 1. Temperature dependence of photo current Iph.
Assumption 2. Temperature dependence of diode saturation

current I0.
Assumption 3. Considering series resistance Rs, which gives

a more accurate shape between the maximum power point
and the open-circuit voltage; this represents the internal
losses due to the current flow.

Assumption 4. Taking into account parallel (shunt) resistance
Rp, in parallel with the diode, this corresponds to the leakage
current to the ground, and it is commonly neglected.
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FIGURE 1. Ideal SDM.

2.1. Ideal SDM (I-SDM)

A simple equivalent circuit for the I-SDM for a photovoltaic
cell consists of an ideal diode in shunt with an ideal current
source with an electrical current source that is directly propor-
tional to the solar flux falling on the cell, as shown in Figure 1.
This gives rise to Eqs. (1)–(7):

I = Isc − Id , (1)

I = IL − Io(e
qV
nkT − 1), (2)

IL = IL (T1) + K0(T − T1), (3)

IL (T1) = Isc(T1,nom)
G

Gnom
, (4)

K0 = Isc(T2) − Isc(T1)

(T2 − T1)
, (5)

I0 = I0(T1) ×
(

T

T1

) 3
n

e

qVq (T1)

nk

(
1
T − 1

T1

)
, (6)

I0(T1) = Isc(T1)(
e

qVoc (T1)
nkT1 − 1

) . (7)

Remark 1.

1. In this model, Assumptions 1 and 2 are fully respected,
while Assumptions 3 and 4 are ignored.

2. This model is fully utilized in [5, 10, 21].

2.2. Parallel SDM (P-SDM)

The I-SDM presented in the previous section is not perfectly
suitable to express the dynamical behavior of the PV model un-
der certain real-life circumstances, such as shading conditions.
In such cases, a more accurate equivalent circuit and model are
needed, as depicted in Figure 2 and in Eq. (8), which includes
some parallel leakage resistance Rp. The ideal current source
Isc in this case delivers current to the diode, parallel resistance,
and load:

I = (Isc − Id ) − V

Rp
, (8)

FIGURE 2. Parallel SDM.

RP >
100VOC

ISC
. (9)

Remark 2.

1. The P-SDM takes into consideration Assumptions 1, 2,
and 3 and ignores Assumption 4.

2. The insertion of the parallel leakage resistance Rp into
the ideal PV equivalent circuit causes load current at
any given voltage to be decreased by V/Rp.

3. A variety of ways to determine Rp are suggested in lit-
erature; for instance [13, 21, 23]. Most of them fix Rp

iteratively, which increases the computational burden.

4. The suggested P-SDM in this article uses RP, as in Eq.
(8). In such a case, and according to the assumption in
[5] for a cell to have losses of less than 1% due to its
parallel resistance, Rp should be expressed as in Eq. (9).

5. The method of calculating Rp in this article is much sim-
pler compared to the lengthy and complicated technique
used in [21].

2.3. Series SDM (S-SDM)

A better equivalent circuit for the SDM will include series re-
sistance RS as well. Portion of this, is due to contact resistance
of the bond in between the cell and its wire leads. The semi-
conductor resistance represents the other portion of RS. The
S-SDM in Eq. (10) can be derived from its equivalent circuit
shown in Figure 3. By adding the impact of RS,

Vd = V + I Rs, (10)

I = ISC − Io

{
e
[

q(V +I Rs )
K T

]
− 1

}
. (11)

Remark 3.

1. Assumptions 1 to 4 are utilized in the S-SDM.
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FIGURE 3. Series SDM.

2. The addition of RS to the ideal PV equivalent circuit
causes the voltage at any given current to drop by
�V = IRS.

3. RS is assumed to be determined from Eqs. (12) and (13)
as in [10]:

Rs = − dV

d IVoc

− 1

XV
, (12)

XV = Io (T1)
q

nK T1
e

qVoc(T1)
nK T1 − 1

XV
. (13)

2.4. Series-parallel Solar Cell Model

A generalization for the ideal PV equivalent circuit by includ-
ing both series and parallel resistances is shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. SP-SDM.

Hence, the equation that describes the relationship between
the current and voltage is given as

I = Isc − Io

{
e

q(V +I Rs )
K T − 1

}
−

(
V + I Rs

RP

)
. (14)

Different approaches are found in the literature to jointly
determine the values of both RS and RP. However, increasing
computational burden, highly complexity levels, and lengthy
computational time are the main drawbacks of these methods.

3. SDM COMPARISONS

In this section, a comprehensive comparison analysis between
different SDMs for the PV module presented in the previous
section is performed. These comparisons are running under
changing the irradiance and the temperature conditions. Two
sets of simulation experiments on the MATLAB/SIMULINK
(The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) environment
are performed. The temperature and irradiance values in these
experiments are 5, 25, 45, and 65◦C and 200, 400, 600, 800,
and 1000 W/m2, respectively. In both cases, the dynamic be-
havior of different PV module models are presented in terms
of current–voltage and power–voltage characteristics. These
experiments are categorized as Case A (temperature change)
and Case B (irradiance change).

In both cases, the experimental manufacturer data sheet in-
formation for the JAM6(R)60-270 and JAM6(T)60-270 PV
modules [26, 27] are compared with the output from each
SDM. The relative errors between different simulated models
and the experimental measured data at three essential points,
namely point of maximum power, point of short-circuit cur-
rent, and point of open-circuit voltage, are driven. From these
errors, the simulation accuracy for each model are presented.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The following simulation results are based on the development
of the MATLAB script file found in [10] and the parameters
of PV modules in [26, 27]. For each case, the experiment is
repeated with three values of A-ideality factor to determine the
optimal A-factor that gives results that best match the datasheet
information; however, these results are omitted for the sake of
brevity. A summary for the parameters values used in the sim-
ulation are as follows: K = 1.38 × 1023 Boltzman’s constant,
q = 1.60 × 10−19, A = 1.6 ideality factor, Vg = 1.12 band gap
voltage, and Ns = 60 number of cells in series in the module.
Other parameters, such as Voc and Isc, voltage, and current at
maximum power point and temperature coefficients of Isc and
Voc for PV modules used in this article are found in [26, 27].
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FIGURE 5. I-V characteristics for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant irradiance.

4.1. PV Characteristics for Case A: Temperature
Change

These experiments are conducted under the STC irradiance of
1 sun (1000 W/m2 = 1 sun). Figures 5 and 6 show the behavior
of the JAM6(R)60-270 PV module only for different levels of
temperature in terms of I-V and P-V characteristics; the be-
havior of the JAM6(T)60-270 PV module is omitted. As the
temperature gets higher, the I-SDM and P-SDM exhibit simi-
lar and matching results with the datasheet information, while
the S-SDM and series-P-SDM (SP-SDM) give less accurate
behavior. The four SDMs tend to give precise values of Voc

and Isc with increasing temperature, while they present a con-
siderable deviation in these values as temperature decrease.

4.2. PV Characteristics Case B: Irradiance Change

These experiments are conducted under the STC temperature
of 25◦C. Figures 7 and 8 show the behavior of the JAM6(R)60-
270 PV module only for different levels of irradiance in terms
of I-V and P-V characteristics; the behavior of the JAM6(T)60-
270 PV module is omitted. As the irradiance gets higher, the
I-SDM and P-SDM exhibit similar and matching results with

FIGURE 6. P-V characteristics for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant irradiance.

FIGURE 7. I-V characteristics for different kinds of SDM
with changing irradiance and constant temperature.

the datasheet information, while the S-SDM and SP-SDM give
less accurate behavior. The four SDMs tend to give precise
values of Voc and Isc with increasing irradiance, while they
present a considerable deviation in these values as irradiance
decrease.

5. ERROR ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the relative error in three different indicating
points (Voc, Isc, and Pm) on the behavior of each SDM for
Cases A and B is generally defined as in Eq. (15):

%Er = Asim − Ameas

Ameas
, (15)

where Er is the relative error, Asim is the simulated value of one
of these points from different SDMs, and Ameas is the corre-
sponding value from the experimental data. The error calcula-
tions are performed for two kinds of PV modules: JAM6(R)60-
270 and JAM6(T)60-270. Figures 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19)
are plotted with changing temperature and 1-sun constant ir-
radiance, while Figures 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 are plotted
with changing irradiance and 25◦C constant temperature.

FIGURE 8. P-V characteristics for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant temperature.
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FIGURE 9. Relative error in Pm for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant irradiance.

FIGURE 10. Relative error in Pm for different kinds of SDM
with changing irradiance and constant temperature.

FIGURE 11. Relative error in Isc for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant irradiance.

FIGURE 12. Relative error in Isc for different kinds of SDM
with changing irradiance and constant temperature.

FIGURE 13. Relative error in Voc for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant irradiance.

5.1. JAM6(R)60-270 PV Module

The relative error in Pm, Isc, and Voc with changing temper-
ature and irradiance for the JAM6(R)60-270 PV module is
presented in Figures 9–14. Tables 1 and 2 reflect that the rel-
ative error in the maximum power point is increasing with
increasing temperature for the four kinds of SDMs, while
it conversely decreases with increasing the irradiance lev-
els except at 600 W/m2. This decline for increase is much
higher for both S-SDM and SP-SDM than for the I-SDM and
P-SDM, particularly with temperature change. At the STC,
Figures 9and 10show the same results for all used models, and
Table 3 addresses that the I-SDM represents the more accurate
model in between the others. The I-SDM reflects the minimal
relative error at all in the value of maximum power at 5◦C, and
the SP-SDM depicts the maximal relative error at all in the
maximum power at 65◦C. The relative error in the short circuit
current for the four kinds of SDMs is decreasing with increas-
ing temperature and irradiance levels, except at 1000 W/m2,
where it increases, as depicted in Figures 11 and 12. It reaches
its minimal values at 65◦C. At the STC, it is clear that the
behavior of the I-SDM, P-SDM, and S-SDM are the same

FIGURE 14. Relative error in Voc for different kinds of SDM
with changing irradiance and constant temperature.
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FIGURE 15. Relative error in Pm for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant irradiance.

Temperature 5◦C 25◦C 45◦C 65◦C

e Pm I-SDM (%) 0.625 1.0 2.5 5
e Pm P-SDM (%) 1.25 1.875 3.5 5.7

TABLE 1. Percentage errors in maximum power for I-SDM and
P-SDM with temperature variation

Temperature 5◦C 25◦C 45◦C 65◦C

e Pm S-SDM (%) 8.1 8.75 11.25 13.5
e Pm SP-SDM (%) 8.75 9.375 12.5 14.375

TABLE 2. Percentage errors in maximum power for S-SDM and
SP-SDM with temperature variation

Model type I-SDM P-SDM S-SDM SP-SDM

e Pm (%) 1.0 1.875 8.75 9.375

TABLE 3. Percentage errors in maximum power for I-SDM, P-
SDM, S-SDM, and SP-SDM at STC

Temperature 5◦C 25◦C 45◦C 65◦C

e Pm I-SDM (%) 5 3.7 1.2 1.7
e Pm P-SDM (%) 4 2.9 0.25 2.4

TABLE 4. Percentage errors in maximum power for I-SDM and
P-SDM with temperature variation

Temperature 5◦C 25◦C 45◦C 65◦C

e Pm S-SDM (%) 1.75 3.2 6.5 9.5
e Pm SP-SDM (%) 2.5 4.2 7.1 10.5

TABLE 5. Percentage errors in maximum power for S-SDM and
SP-SDM with temperature variation

Model type I-SDM P-SDM S-SDM SP-SDM

e Pm (%) 3.7 2.5 3.2 4.2

TABLE 6. Percentage errors in maximum power for I-SDM, P-
SDM, S-SDM, and SP-SDM at STC

FIGURE 16. Relative error in Pm for different kinds of SDM
with changing irradiance and constant temperature.

FIGURE 17. Relative error in Isc for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant irradiance.

FIGURE 18. Relative error in Isc for different kinds of SDM
with changing irradiance and constant temperature.
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FIGURE 19. Relative error in Voc for different kinds of SDM
with changing temperature and constant irradiance.

regarding Isc. The SP-SDM represents a slight increase in the
relative error than the other models. Figures 13and 14show
that the relative error in the open-circuit voltage for the
four kinds of SDMs decreases with increasing temperature
and irradiance levels, except for the P-SDM at 400 W/m2,
when it exhibits a high increase in value. At the STC, I-
SDM, P-SDM, and S-SDM exhibit more accurate model
in estimating the open-circuit voltage than the SP-SDM,
with the relative error approximately equal to 1.5%. From
the above results and analysis, the following remark can be
concluded.

Remark 4.

1. The best SDM to be used when the PV module works
as either current source or voltage source are the ideal,
parallel, and series models. They can predict the short-
circuit current and open-circuit voltage values more ac-
curately, with average relative error less than 1.16%
compared with an SP-SDM, with an average relative
error less than 1.25%, representing the less accurate

FIGURE 20. Relative error in Voc for different kinds of SDM
with changing irradiance and constant temperature.

model to be used under changing environmental condi-
tions.

2. When the PV module works in the maximum power
point tracking mode, the I-SDM and P-SDM give
more accurate estimation for this point than the S-
SDM and SP-SDM with average relative errors of
2.28 and 3.15%, respectively, with increasing temper-
ature, and 4.66 and 6.165, respectively, with increasing
irradiance.

3. From Table 3, at the STC, the I-SDM is the best model
to be used for maximum power point tracking with a
relative error less than 1%.

5.2. JAM6(T)60-270 PV Module

The relative error in Pm, Isc, and Voc with changing temper-
ature and irradiance for the JAM6(T)60-270 PV module are
presented in Figures 15–20. By comparing Tables 4 and 5, it
can be inferred that the relative error in maximum power point
is decreasing with increasing temperature for the I-SDM and
P-SDM, except for at 65◦C, when increases; for the S-SDM
and SP-SDM, it conversely increases. With increasing irradi-
ance levels, the relative error in the maximum power point
is decreasing for the four kinds of SDMs. At the STC, both
Figures 15 and 16 show the same results for all used models,
and Table 6 depicts that the P-SDM represents the more ac-
curate model in between the others. The P-SDM reflects the
minimal relative error at all (for irradiance and temperature
changes) in the value of maximum power at 45◦C, and the
SP-SDM depicts the maximal relative error at all in maximum
power at 200 W/m2.

The relative error in the short-circuit current for the four
kinds of SDMs decreases with an increase in temperature.
It reaches its minimal values at 65◦C. It is shown in Fig-
ures 17 and 18 that the behavior of the I-SDM, P-SDM, and
S-SDM are the same regarding Isc with changing the temper-
ature and irradiance, while the SP-SDM represents a slight
increase in the relative error than the other models, particu-
larly with temperature change. Figures 19 and 20 exhibit that
the relative error in the open-circuit voltage for the four kinds
of SDM is increasing with increasing temperature, while it is
decreasing with increasing irradiance, except for the P-SDM
at 400 W/m2, when it exhibits a high increase in value. At
the STC, the P-SDM and SP-SDM demonstrate more accurate
model in estimating the open-circuit voltage than the I-SDM
and S-SDM with the relative error approximately equal to 1%.
From the above results and analysis, the following remark can
be concluded.
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I-SDM P-SDM S-SDM SP-SDM I-SDM P-SDM S-SDM SP-SDM

Low irradiance xxx xxx
Medium irradiance xxx xxx
High irradiance xxx xxx
STC xxx xxx
Low temperature Xxx xxx
Medium
temperature

xxx xxx

High temperature xxx xxx

TABLE 7. Scenario for best model with different irradiance and temperature levels for JAP6(BK)60-250BB and JAM6(R)60-270 modules

Remark 5.

1. The best SDM to be used when the PV module works as a
current source are the ideal, parallel, and series models.
They can predict the short-circuit current values more
accurately with average relative errors less than 0.45
and 1.6% with increasing temperature and irradiance,
respectively.

2. The best SDM to be used when the PV module works
as voltage source are the parallel and series-parallel
models with temperature change, while the ideal and
series models are best in the case of irradiance change.
The first two models can predict the open-circuit voltage
values more accurately with average relative errors less
than 1.5 and 3.85% with increasing temperature and
irradiance, respectively.

3. When the PV module works in the maximum power point
tracking mode, the P-SDM and S-SDM give more accu-
rate estimation for this point than the I-SDM and SP-
SDM with temperature change.

4. When the irradiance change, the I-SDM gives the best
estimate for the maximum power point with an average
relative error less than 4.5%.

5. From Table 6, at the STC, the P-SDM is the best model
to be used for maximum power point tracking with a
relative error less than 2.5%.

5.3. Best SDM at Various Environmental Conditions

In this section, the characteristics of two more PV mod-
ules, namely the JAP6(BK)60-250BB and JAP-Poly-60-235-
260BB, are analyzed and compared with both the JAM6(R)60-
270 and JAM(T)60-245-270 modules. The relative errors in
maximum power, short-circuit current, and open-circuit volt-
age are calculated. An articulation matrix for the best SDM in
terms of relative error with respect to changing the environ-
mental condition over different periods of the day is presented.
Tables 7 and 8 provide this matrix for each studied module.
From these tables, it can be inferred that the I-SDM is the
best model to be used under low and medium irradiance lev-
els and high temperature levels for all different PV modules

I-SDM P-SDM S-SDM SP-SDM I-SDM P-SDM S-SDM SP-SDM

Low irradiance xxx xxx
Medium irradiance xxx xxx
High irradiance xxx xxx
STC xxx xxx
Low temperature xxx xxx
Medium temperature xxx xxx
High temperature xxx xxx

TABLE 8. Scenario for best model with different irradiance and temperature levels for JAM(T)60-245-270 and JAP-Poly-60-235-260BB
modules
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used, while the P-SDM is suitable for high irradiance only for
the JAP6(BK)60-250BB and JAM6(R)60-270 modules. At the
STC and medium temperature level, the P-SDM is more ade-
quate to be used for three different kinds of PV modules. At
low temperatures, there is no definite common model to be
used; in this case, for each module, one of these four SDMs
can be used.

6. CONCLUSION

In this article, a performance comparison between four SDMs
that characterize the PV module is offered. The comparison
is based on three essential indicative points on the behavior
of the PV module, namely the open-circuit voltage, short-
circuit current, and maximum power point. The results of these
comparisons determine the best accurate model to be used in
MPPT studies for two different types of PV module available
in the market. The results in this article provide motivation to
perform the same analysis with the two-diode model to see to
what extent this kind of model is fitting the experimental data
sheet information and to explore the effect of increasing the
number of diodes on the accuracy of different models.
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